
Mathematics CityChat Session 1 

This CityChat session is for applicants interested in studying our BSc Mathematics, BSc 

Mathematics with Finance and BSc Mathematics with Finance and Economics courses. 

The session will be run by current students, giving you the opportunity to ask 

questions about your chosen course and life at City, University of London. As this is a 

typed chat group session, you will be able to see the answers to questions asked by 

other applicants. 

• 

Thank you for joining us for today's CityChat sessions. This session is for applicants to BSc Mathematics, BSc 

Mathematics with Finance and BSc Mathematics with Finance and Economics courses. This session runs from 16:30 -

17:30 (GMT). This is an open chat session for you to ask any questions you have regarding these courses and life at City, 

University of London. During the session you may also share videos, polls or documents relating to you course. 

To ask a question, please type it in the chat box. Your question will not post straight away- it will be sent to our 

Moderators who will type an answer back. Once their answer is complete, it will be published with you question. 

Hello my name is Christopher I am the admissions officer for the Undergraduate Mathematics courses 

Hi everyone! Ali here, I'm a final year Mathematics and Finance student. Feel free to ask me any questions:) 

Hello everyone! My name is Jonathan and I am a third year student currently studying mathematics and finance. 

Do you find the department is helpful? 

I was wondering a bit about the course. How purepmaths focused is it or it kinda like a mix with computer science and 

physics? 

Do you find the department is helpful? 

Yes they are very helpful. You will get assigned a tutor in your first year that will be there to support you not just in 

your academic needs but also for general issues that you may be facing. Also, they help outside lectures with their 

office hours where you can see them without scheduling a meeting and receive help. 

I am applying for maths with finance and economics - how is it 

I was wondering a bit about the course. How purepmaths focused is it or it kinda like a mix with computer science 

and physics? 

Hi - which course will you be applying for? As all the courses will have different optional modules available to the 

students 

I'm alright and I've applied for mathematics. I just want to know if not doing further maths for A2 a disadvantage 
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• 

How are the modules you take weighted? Is it purely exams or is there a mixture of coursework too 

Maths with finance 

Hi Christopher, how comes mathematics isnt included in the unconditional offer scheme? 

I am applying for maths with finance and economics - how is it 

It is a really good course and you get a lot of exposure to different departments in the university which have a different 

feel. If you have studied A-level maths and/or economics, you will really enjoy this course. 

I'm alright and I've applied for mathematics. I just want to know if not doing further maths for A2 a disadvantage 

It would be an advantage but surely not a disadvantage - I did not study further maths at A-level and I have coped fine 

with the course. The department are very helpful and go through all preliminaries. 

How are the modules you take weighted? Is it purely exams or is there a mixture of coursework too 

The modules are a mixture of exams and coursework. Usually exams are weighted at 80% and coursework at 20% 

unless stated otherwise . 

Alright thank you, how does all the lectures and seminars work? 

Hi Christopher, how comes mathematics isnt included in the unconditional offer scheme? 

Hi , It is not part of the Unconditional offer scheme but we do low offers if you put City as your Firm Choice 

hi their getting an offer for maths with finance an economic i got an offer from getting a DDM and Bin a level maths but 

say if i end up geting DDD* and C in maths what would happen to my offer? - dev 

Alright thank you, how does all the lectures and seminars work? 

There are a set amount of lectures and tutorials each week - usually 2 hours of lectures per module per week and 1 

hour of tutorial classes per module per week. This can change depending on the module though. But this is usually the 

structure.:) 

hi their getting an offer for maths with finance an economic i got an offer from getting a DDM and Bin a level maths 

but say if i end up geting DDD* and C in maths what would happen to my offer? - dev 

Hi , that would be an academic decision once we receive your final results. 

Can you switch after first year to a different course? 









thank you jonathan. what about the style of teaching how is it different to a level? 

It differs in a way that the lecturer will not support as much as your teacher would at A-level. You have to make the 

conscious effort to ask for help from the lecturer by emailing them to schedule an meeting or seeing them in their 

office hours. Also, you will find that some prefer using powerpoint presentations whilst others may write notes on the 

board. 

Hello , I've got a question. How likely is it that a mathematics and statistics BSc graduate will find a job in the first 

year after graduation and what sort of jobs are available? 

Hi , firstly we do not offer a BSc Mathematics and Statistics degree. We offer BSc Mathematics, BSc Mathematics and 

Finance & BSc Mathematics with Finance and Economics. 

Employment figures for these course can be found on the respective course pages on our website. For example with 

BSc Mathematics and Finance, 80% of students are in work or further study within 6 months of graduating. 

thank you. what kind of work will be in group projects 

For Bsc mathematics with finance and economics, do we have the option of choosing our modules? 

how do you become an ambassador for the uni and is it paid? 

There is organisation in the university called Unitemps which provides temporary jobs such as student ambassador 

work where you can apply for different events which the university may be holding. You do get paid and the rates are 

really competitive for students. 

thank you. what kind of work will be in group projects 

Generally in first year, the group project is a programming module in VBA. Lastly, in final year, there is a group project 

dissertation. 

However, this can vary as if you do Mathematics Finance and Economics, you may have group presentations in some 

economics modules. :) 

For Bsc mathematics with finance and economics, do we have the option of choosing our modules? 

In first year, you have no choices. All the modules are compulsory. In second year, you choose 2 modules. In third year, 

you choose up 5 modules. This can be seen on https://www.city.ac.uk/courses/undergraduate/mathematics-with

finance-and-economics 

Mathematics with Finance and Economics 

Mathematics with Finance and Economics combines mathematics with various aspects of finance and economics 

and offers a broad range of topics in areas such as financial markets, corporate finance and various kinds of 

economics. 






